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A mix of pop and acoustic-rock, consisting of some high ballads and rocked-out drives, all pro-tools liberal

original ROCK. 10 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, Shake Emo All That I Am Songs Details: Amanda

Sena is a singer/songwriter from Chicago, Illinois who is making a name for herself in the music circuit.

Currently a third-year at DePaul University, Amanda began music former winning piano at age 8, dance

at 9, voice at 12, guitar at 13, drums at 15 and is also teaching herself violin. She stands out compared to

other performers through her voice which has coined her a "vocal goddess". Amanda's songwriting can

be described as emotional and thought-provoking, often referred to as "deep". While her music is original,

it suggests comparisons in style and intensity to many of the women Amanda admires: Melissa, Pat,

Monique, Bic, and more. She can always attract a crowd whether she performs with her 4-piece band or

alone with her guitar. She has performed at many different venues throughout Chicago, some being the

Tweeter Center, opening for big names like Jessica Simpson, Barenaked Ladies, and Alanis Morissette,

Uncommon Ground, Buzz Cafe, various Borders Books and Music stores, and Red Line Tap to name a

few. She is barely twenty years old but has already released an original 10-track album and is in the

works of recording her sophomore release. Amanda has been regarded as being "the breath of fresh air

that is needed in music" and she is far from finished. Her songwriting and performing continue to evolve,

leading to her sophomore release, full of songs that are more mature and, quite frankly, "better" than the

debut. If you come out to see Amanda perform, you will not go home disappointed. "Not only is Amanda a

joy to watch, she is a true joy to work with. Having valued the time we spent with this rising star, we look

forward to working again with her soon." (Dominican University) "Bottom line - Amanda sounds great!"

(indie-music.com)
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